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Air and Water levels at Fildes Bay, Antarctica

Air-Seawater exchange

Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) are
transported to Antarctica primarily through
long-range atmospheric transport (LRAT). These
pollutants tend to accumulate in the polar zone,
with deposition being more prevalent than
volatilization. However, climate change may
reverse this pattern as rising temperatures cause
POPs that have been trapped in water, ice, and
soil for decades to volatilize, creating a secondary
source of these harmful compounds. Therefore,
updated studies are essential to document the
behavior of POPs in polar regions. The objective
of this study was to determine the levels of
organochlorine pesticides (OCPs) and
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in seawater
and air, estimate the air-sea dynamics through
diffusive exchange analysis, and evaluate the

Fugacity ratio and air-water flux estimation

Where CG, CTD, represents air and trully dissolved water concentractions respectively, R is the ideal gas
constant, T is the temperature in K, H´ is the temperature and corrected dimensionless Henry´s Law
Constant, fa and fw represents air and water fugacities respectively and fw/fa is the air-water fugacity ratios.
fAW is the air–water gas exchange fluxes , KAW (m d-1) is the global air-water mass transfer coefficient, kA and
kW are the mass transfer coefficients (m d-1) across the air and water layers, respectively, calculated
according to previous studies1,2.

Fugacity ratio reflects the tendency of a substance to prefer one phase (liquid,
solid, or gas) over another, and can be literally defined as “the tendency to flee
or escape”. It could be estimated as follows.
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fAW = KAW (CTD – CG · R · T / H)

1/KAW = (RT / kA · H´) + (1 / kW) 

fw = CTD · H’

fa = CG · R · T

fw/fa = CTD · H’ / CG

Net fluxes of air–water gas exchange (FAW)
were estimated using the Whitman two-film
model
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The air-seawater fugacity dynamics recorded in this study demonstrate the
importance of certain biotic and abiotic factors on the biogeochemistry and
environmental fate of POPs. For example, the deposition documented for most of
the OCs is likely due to the possible biodegradation of these compounds in surface
waters. Concerning Log fwfa-1 results for PCBs, these showed differences between
congeners. For example, for less hydrophobic compounds, such as PCB-9, extending
compounds to snow and ice melt from receding glaciers is essential in increasing
air-seawater fugacity, with volatilization predominating over deposition. On the
other hand, as hydrophobicity increases, the biological carbon pump begins to act
by decreasing the concentrations of PCBs present in seawater, with a substantial
effect on PCBs exceeding a Log KOW >6.5, as evidenced in this study with the
atmospheric deposition of PCB-180. This. study highlight the effect that glacial
melting has, because of climate change3,4, on the biogeochemistry of POPs, where
snow/ice melting may likely cause the re-emission of compounds previously kept in
the ice
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physical and biological factors driving the recorded dynamics of POPs. Samples of
air and seawater were collected from Fildes Bay, King George Island, Antarctica,
between November 2019 and January 30, 2020.

Hexachlorobenzene (HCB) was the most abundant isomer recorded in this study,
with a mean of 39 ± 2.1 pg m-3 and 3.2 ± 2.4 pg L-1 in air and seawater, respectively.
The most abundant PCB congener was PCB 11, with a mean of 3.16 ± 3.7 pg m-3 in air
and 2.0 ± 1.1 pg L-1 in seawater.

The fugacity gradient estimated for
the OCP isomers indicate a
predominance of net atmospheric
deposition for HCB, α-HCH, γ-HCH,
4,4'-DDT, 4,4'-DDE isomers, and close
to equilibrium for the PeCB
compound. The observed deposition of
most OCs may be due to high
biodegradation rates and settling
fluxes contributing to the decrease of
these compounds in surface water. The
estimated fugacity gradients for PCBs
showed differences between congeners,
with net volatilization predominating
for PCB-9, a trend close to equilibrium
for PCB congeners 28, 52, 101, 118,
138, and 153, and deposition
predominating for PCB 180. Snow
amplification plays an important role
for less hydrophobic PCBs, with
volatilization predominating after
snow/glacier melting.


